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Gravitational waves detected!
Abbott et al. (2016)

GW150914
GWs from a merger

of ~30 Msun BHs!

properties of space-time in the strong-field, high-velocity
regime and confirm predictions of general relativity for the
nonlinear dynamics of highly disturbed black holes.

II. OBSERVATION

On September 14, 2015 at 09:50:45 UTC, the LIGO
Hanford, WA, and Livingston, LA, observatories detected

the coincident signal GW150914 shown in Fig. 1. The initial
detection was made by low-latency searches for generic
gravitational-wave transients [41] and was reported within
three minutes of data acquisition [43]. Subsequently,
matched-filter analyses that use relativistic models of com-
pact binary waveforms [44] recovered GW150914 as the
most significant event from each detector for the observa-
tions reported here. Occurring within the 10-ms intersite

FIG. 1. The gravitational-wave event GW150914 observed by the LIGO Hanford (H1, left column panels) and Livingston (L1, right
column panels) detectors. Times are shown relative to September 14, 2015 at 09:50:45 UTC. For visualization, all time series are filtered
with a 35–350 Hz bandpass filter to suppress large fluctuations outside the detectors’ most sensitive frequency band, and band-reject
filters to remove the strong instrumental spectral lines seen in the Fig. 3 spectra. Top row, left: H1 strain. Top row, right: L1 strain.
GW150914 arrived first at L1 and 6.9þ0.5

−0.4 ms later at H1; for a visual comparison, the H1 data are also shown, shifted in time by this
amount and inverted (to account for the detectors’ relative orientations). Second row: Gravitational-wave strain projected onto each
detector in the 35–350 Hz band. Solid lines show a numerical relativity waveform for a system with parameters consistent with those
recovered from GW150914 [37,38] confirmed to 99.9% by an independent calculation based on [15]. Shaded areas show 90% credible
regions for two independent waveform reconstructions. One (dark gray) models the signal using binary black hole template waveforms
[39]. The other (light gray) does not use an astrophysical model, but instead calculates the strain signal as a linear combination of
sine-Gaussian wavelets [40,41]. These reconstructions have a 94% overlap, as shown in [39]. Third row: Residuals after subtracting the
filtered numerical relativity waveform from the filtered detector time series. Bottom row:A time-frequency representation [42] of the
strain data, showing the signal frequency increasing over time.
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propagation time, the events have a combined signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) of 24 [45].
Only the LIGO detectors were observing at the time of

GW150914. The Virgo detector was being upgraded,
and GEO 600, though not sufficiently sensitive to detect
this event, was operating but not in observational
mode. With only two detectors the source position is
primarily determined by the relative arrival time and
localized to an area of approximately 600 deg2 (90%
credible region) [39,46].
The basic features of GW150914 point to it being

produced by the coalescence of two black holes—i.e.,
their orbital inspiral and merger, and subsequent final black
hole ringdown. Over 0.2 s, the signal increases in frequency
and amplitude in about 8 cycles from 35 to 150 Hz, where
the amplitude reaches a maximum. The most plausible
explanation for this evolution is the inspiral of two orbiting
masses, m1 and m2, due to gravitational-wave emission. At
the lower frequencies, such evolution is characterized by
the chirp mass [11]
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where f and _f are the observed frequency and its time
derivative and G and c are the gravitational constant and
speed of light. Estimating f and _f from the data in Fig. 1,
we obtain a chirp mass of M≃ 30M⊙, implying that the
total mass M ¼ m1 þm2 is ≳70M⊙ in the detector frame.
This bounds the sum of the Schwarzschild radii of the
binary components to 2GM=c2 ≳ 210 km. To reach an
orbital frequency of 75 Hz (half the gravitational-wave
frequency) the objects must have been very close and very
compact; equal Newtonian point masses orbiting at this
frequency would be only ≃350 km apart. A pair of
neutron stars, while compact, would not have the required
mass, while a black hole neutron star binary with the
deduced chirp mass would have a very large total mass,
and would thus merge at much lower frequency. This
leaves black holes as the only known objects compact
enough to reach an orbital frequency of 75 Hz without
contact. Furthermore, the decay of the waveform after it
peaks is consistent with the damped oscillations of a black
hole relaxing to a final stationary Kerr configuration.
Below, we present a general-relativistic analysis of
GW150914; Fig. 2 shows the calculated waveform using
the resulting source parameters.

III. DETECTORS

Gravitational-wave astronomy exploits multiple, widely
separated detectors to distinguish gravitational waves from
local instrumental and environmental noise, to provide
source sky localization, and to measure wave polarizations.
The LIGO sites each operate a single Advanced LIGO

detector [33], a modified Michelson interferometer (see
Fig. 3) that measures gravitational-wave strain as a differ-
ence in length of its orthogonal arms. Each arm is formed
by two mirrors, acting as test masses, separated by
Lx ¼ Ly ¼ L ¼ 4 km. A passing gravitational wave effec-
tively alters the arm lengths such that the measured
difference is ΔLðtÞ ¼ δLx − δLy ¼ hðtÞL, where h is the
gravitational-wave strain amplitude projected onto the
detector. This differential length variation alters the phase
difference between the two light fields returning to the
beam splitter, transmitting an optical signal proportional to
the gravitational-wave strain to the output photodetector.
To achieve sufficient sensitivity to measure gravitational

waves, the detectors include several enhancements to the
basic Michelson interferometer. First, each arm contains a
resonant optical cavity, formed by its two test mass mirrors,
that multiplies the effect of a gravitational wave on the light
phase by a factor of 300 [48]. Second, a partially trans-
missive power-recycling mirror at the input provides addi-
tional resonant buildup of the laser light in the interferometer
as a whole [49,50]: 20Wof laser input is increased to 700W
incident on the beam splitter, which is further increased to
100 kW circulating in each arm cavity. Third, a partially
transmissive signal-recycling mirror at the output optimizes

FIG. 2. Top: Estimated gravitational-wave strain amplitude
from GW150914 projected onto H1. This shows the full
bandwidth of the waveforms, without the filtering used for Fig. 1.
The inset images show numerical relativity models of the black
hole horizons as the black holes coalesce. Bottom: The Keplerian
effective black hole separation in units of Schwarzschild radii
(RS ¼ 2GM=c2) and the effective relative velocity given by the
post-Newtonian parameter v=c ¼ ðGMπf=c3Þ1=3, where f is the
gravitational-wave frequency calculated with numerical relativity
and M is the total mass (value from Table I).
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matched-filter analyses that use relativistic models of com-
pact binary waveforms [44] recovered GW150914 as the
most significant event from each detector for the observa-
tions reported here. Occurring within the 10-ms intersite

FIG. 1. The gravitational-wave event GW150914 observed by the LIGO Hanford (H1, left column panels) and Livingston (L1, right
column panels) detectors. Times are shown relative to September 14, 2015 at 09:50:45 UTC. For visualization, all time series are filtered
with a 35–350 Hz bandpass filter to suppress large fluctuations outside the detectors’ most sensitive frequency band, and band-reject
filters to remove the strong instrumental spectral lines seen in the Fig. 3 spectra. Top row, left: H1 strain. Top row, right: L1 strain.
GW150914 arrived first at L1 and 6.9þ0.5

−0.4 ms later at H1; for a visual comparison, the H1 data are also shown, shifted in time by this
amount and inverted (to account for the detectors’ relative orientations). Second row: Gravitational-wave strain projected onto each
detector in the 35–350 Hz band. Solid lines show a numerical relativity waveform for a system with parameters consistent with those
recovered from GW150914 [37,38] confirmed to 99.9% by an independent calculation based on [15]. Shaded areas show 90% credible
regions for two independent waveform reconstructions. One (dark gray) models the signal using binary black hole template waveforms
[39]. The other (light gray) does not use an astrophysical model, but instead calculates the strain signal as a linear combination of
sine-Gaussian wavelets [40,41]. These reconstructions have a 94% overlap, as shown in [39]. Third row: Residuals after subtracting the
filtered numerical relativity waveform from the filtered detector time series. Bottom row:A time-frequency representation [42] of the
strain data, showing the signal frequency increasing over time.
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GW150914 was “super-luminous”
• 3 M⨀ ~ 5×1054

 erg converted to the GW energy 

• this was emitted within ~0.1 sec

• thus the peak luminosity was ~1056
 erg/s,

   which was much more luminous than SNe/GRBs



Gravitational wave standard sirens
• we can infer masses of inspiraling compact binaries
   from the waveform 

• observed strain amplitude is inversely proportional
   to the luminosity distance to the source

• we can measure the luminosity distance directly, 
   incld. absolute distance scale H0 (Schutz 1986)

louder

less loud
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propagation time, the events have a combined signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) of 24 [45].
Only the LIGO detectors were observing at the time of

GW150914. The Virgo detector was being upgraded,
and GEO 600, though not sufficiently sensitive to detect
this event, was operating but not in observational
mode. With only two detectors the source position is
primarily determined by the relative arrival time and
localized to an area of approximately 600 deg2 (90%
credible region) [39,46].
The basic features of GW150914 point to it being

produced by the coalescence of two black holes—i.e.,
their orbital inspiral and merger, and subsequent final black
hole ringdown. Over 0.2 s, the signal increases in frequency
and amplitude in about 8 cycles from 35 to 150 Hz, where
the amplitude reaches a maximum. The most plausible
explanation for this evolution is the inspiral of two orbiting
masses, m1 and m2, due to gravitational-wave emission. At
the lower frequencies, such evolution is characterized by
the chirp mass [11]
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where f and _f are the observed frequency and its time
derivative and G and c are the gravitational constant and
speed of light. Estimating f and _f from the data in Fig. 1,
we obtain a chirp mass of M≃ 30M⊙, implying that the
total mass M ¼ m1 þm2 is ≳70M⊙ in the detector frame.
This bounds the sum of the Schwarzschild radii of the
binary components to 2GM=c2 ≳ 210 km. To reach an
orbital frequency of 75 Hz (half the gravitational-wave
frequency) the objects must have been very close and very
compact; equal Newtonian point masses orbiting at this
frequency would be only ≃350 km apart. A pair of
neutron stars, while compact, would not have the required
mass, while a black hole neutron star binary with the
deduced chirp mass would have a very large total mass,
and would thus merge at much lower frequency. This
leaves black holes as the only known objects compact
enough to reach an orbital frequency of 75 Hz without
contact. Furthermore, the decay of the waveform after it
peaks is consistent with the damped oscillations of a black
hole relaxing to a final stationary Kerr configuration.
Below, we present a general-relativistic analysis of
GW150914; Fig. 2 shows the calculated waveform using
the resulting source parameters.

III. DETECTORS

Gravitational-wave astronomy exploits multiple, widely
separated detectors to distinguish gravitational waves from
local instrumental and environmental noise, to provide
source sky localization, and to measure wave polarizations.
The LIGO sites each operate a single Advanced LIGO

detector [33], a modified Michelson interferometer (see
Fig. 3) that measures gravitational-wave strain as a differ-
ence in length of its orthogonal arms. Each arm is formed
by two mirrors, acting as test masses, separated by
Lx ¼ Ly ¼ L ¼ 4 km. A passing gravitational wave effec-
tively alters the arm lengths such that the measured
difference is ΔLðtÞ ¼ δLx − δLy ¼ hðtÞL, where h is the
gravitational-wave strain amplitude projected onto the
detector. This differential length variation alters the phase
difference between the two light fields returning to the
beam splitter, transmitting an optical signal proportional to
the gravitational-wave strain to the output photodetector.
To achieve sufficient sensitivity to measure gravitational

waves, the detectors include several enhancements to the
basic Michelson interferometer. First, each arm contains a
resonant optical cavity, formed by its two test mass mirrors,
that multiplies the effect of a gravitational wave on the light
phase by a factor of 300 [48]. Second, a partially trans-
missive power-recycling mirror at the input provides addi-
tional resonant buildup of the laser light in the interferometer
as a whole [49,50]: 20Wof laser input is increased to 700W
incident on the beam splitter, which is further increased to
100 kW circulating in each arm cavity. Third, a partially
transmissive signal-recycling mirror at the output optimizes

FIG. 2. Top: Estimated gravitational-wave strain amplitude
from GW150914 projected onto H1. This shows the full
bandwidth of the waveforms, without the filtering used for Fig. 1.
The inset images show numerical relativity models of the black
hole horizons as the black holes coalesce. Bottom: The Keplerian
effective black hole separation in units of Schwarzschild radii
(RS ¼ 2GM=c2) and the effective relative velocity given by the
post-Newtonian parameter v=c ¼ ðGMπf=c3Þ1=3, where f is the
gravitational-wave frequency calculated with numerical relativity
and M is the total mass (value from Table I).
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Standard siren at work
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FIG. 2. Posterior PDFs for the source luminosity distance D
L

and
the binary inclination ✓JN . In the 1-dimensional marginalised
distributions we show the Overall (solid black), IMRPhenom
(blue) and EOBNR (red) PDFs; the dashed vertical lines mark the
90% credible interval for the Overall PDF. The 2-dimensional
plot shows the contours of the 50% and 90% credible regions
plotted over a colour-coded PDF.

misaligned to the line of sight is disfavoured; the probabil-
ity that 45� < ✓JN < 135� is 0.35.

The masses and spins of the BHs in a (circular) binary
are the only parameters needed to determine the final mass
and spin of the BH that is produced at the end of the
merger. Appropriate relations are embedded intrinsically
in the waveform models used in the analysis, but they do
not give direct access to the parameters of the remnant BH.
However, applying the fitting formula calibrated to non-
precessing NR simulations provided in [96] to the posterior
for the component masses and spins [97], we infer the mass
and spin of the remnant BH to be M source

f

= 62+4

�4

M�,
and a

f

= 0.67+0.05
�0.07, as shown in Figure 3 and Table I.

These results are fully consistent with those obtained us-
ing an independent non-precessing fit [55]. The systematic
uncertainties of the fit are much smaller than the statistical
uncertainties. The value of the final spin is a consequence
of conservation of angular momentum in which the total
angular momentum of the system (which for a nearly equal
mass binary, such as GW150914’s source, is dominated by
the orbital angular momentum) is converted partially into
the spin of the remnant black hole and partially radiated
away in GWs during the merger. Therefore, the final spin
is more precisely determined than either of the spins of the
binary’s BHs.

The calculation of the final mass also provides an esti-

FIG. 3. PDFs for the source-frame mass and spin of the rem-
nant BH produced by the coalescence of the binary. In the
1-dimensional marginalised distributions we show the Overall
(solid black), IMRPhenom (blue) and EOBNR (red) PDFs; the
dashed vertical lines mark the 90% credible interval for the Over-
all PDF. The 2-dimensional plot shows the contours of the 50%
and 90% credible regions plotted over a colour-coded PDF.

mate of the total energy emitted in GWs. GW150914 ra-
diated a total of 3.0+0.5

�0.5 M�c
2 in GWs, the majority of

which was at frequencies in LIGO’s sensitive band. These
values are fully consistent with those given in the literature
for NR simulations of similar binaries [98, 99]. The ener-
getics of a BBH merger can be estimated at the order of
magnitude level using simple Newtonian arguments. The
total energy of a binary system at separation r is given by
E ⇡ (m

1

+ m
2

)c2 � Gm
1

m
2

/(2r). For an equal-mass
system, and assuming the inspiral phase to end at about
r ⇡ 5GM/c2, then around 2–3% of the initial total energy
of the system is emitted as GWs. Only a fully general rela-
tivistic treatment of the system can accurately describe the
physical process during the final strong-field phase of the
coalescence. This indicates that a comparable amount of
energy is emitted during the merger portion of GW150914,
leading to ⇡ 5% of the total energy emitted.

We further infer the peak GW luminosity achieved dur-
ing the merger phase by applying to the posteriors a sep-
arate fit to non-precessing NR simulations [100]. The
source reached a maximum instantaneous GW luminosity
of 3.6+0.5

�0.4 ⇥ 1056 erg s�1 = 200+30

�20

M�c
2/s. Here, the

uncertainties include an estimate for the systematic error
of the fit as obtained by comparison with a separate set
of precessing NR simulations, in addition to the dominant
statistical contribution. An order-of-magnitude estimate of
the luminosity corroborates this result. For the dominant

Abbott et al. (2016)
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observed waveform
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waveforms

→ luminosity distance
  DL = 410+160−180 Mpc

→ inferred redshift 
  assuming standard 
  cosmological model
  z = 0.09+0.03−0.04



Cosmology with gravitational waves
• inspiraling compact binaries (BH-BH, NS-NS, BH-NS) 
   are excellent standard sirens that allow us to 
   measure absolute distances to the sources
   with gravitational waves

• if we get redshifts to the sources from other 
   observations (electromagnetic counterparts)
   we can directly constrain the distance-redshift 
   relation at cosmological distances
   → useful constraints on H0, Ωm, w, ...
       (Holz & Hughes 2005; Dalal et al. 2006; Cutler & Holz 2009; 
           Nissanke et al. 2010; ...)



Precision cosmology with GWs

10 Gpc−3 year−1

! error

h error

beamed

unbeamed

beamed

unbeamed

Dalal, Holz, et al. even a small number 
of well-measured GWs 
with EM counterparts 
for z can constrain 
cosmology

information on the 
absolute distance scale
H0 is very precious
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Gravitational lensing as noise

sourceobs
lens (dark matter+baryon)

light ray

• deflection of light ray due to gravitational lensing
   changes apparent brightness of observed images
   → effectively changes the luminosity distance



Gravitational lensing as noise

• lensing is the most important source of errors 
   in cosmology with GW standard sirens
   (also for high-z SNeIa, time delay cosmography, ...)

• effect is larger at higher-z

• can be averaged out, but
   beware that lensing effect 
   is quite non-Gaussian 

Takahashi, Oguri, et al. (2011)



Gravitational wave detectors
• second generation (~2018)  [~102−103 BH-BHs]
   Advanced LIGO, VIRGO, KAGRA, ...

• third generation (~2025?) [~105−106 BH-BHs]
   Einstein Telescope, LIGO Cosmic Explorer, ...
   (~10 km underground)

• space (~2035?)
   LISA, DECIGO, ...



Pros and cons

• clean physics, can easily/robustly predict signals 
   from the first principle (assuming GR) 

• can reach high-z relatively easily (h ∝ DL−1)

Pros

Cons

• GWs are hard to detect! 

• need to identify electromagnetic counterparts 
   for redshifts − how easy/secure??



Localizing GWs
• it is essential to identify electromagnetic (EM)
   counterparts for measuring redshifts 
  (necessary for cosmology)

• several challenges
   − angular resolution of GW observations is  
      not great
   − not clear how bright EM counterparts are
   − for BH-BH mergers we usually don’t expect
      EM counterparts



Location of GW150914 on the sky4

Figure 2. Comparison of different GW sky maps, showing the 90% credible level contours for each algorithm. This is an
orthographic projection centered on the centroid of the LIB localization. The inset shows the distribution of the polar angle ✓HL

(equivalently, the arrival time difference �tHL).

Twenty-five participating teams of observers responded
to the GW alert to mobilize satellites and ground-based
telescopes spanning 19 orders of magnitude in electromag-
netic wavelength. Observations and archival analysis started
shortly after the candidate was announced, two days after the
event was recorded. Most facilities followed tiling strategies
based on the cWB and LIB sky maps. Some groups, con-
sidering the possibility of a NS merger or core-collapse su-

pernova, selected fields based on the areal density of nearby
galaxies or targeted the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) (e.g.,
Annis et al. 2016). Had the BBH nature of the signal been
promptly available, most groups would not have favored lo-
cal galaxies because LIGO’s range for BBH mergers is many
times larger than for BNSs. Fig. 3 displays the footprints of
all reported observations. The campaign is summarized in
Table 1 in terms of instruments, depth, time and sky cover-

Abbott et al. (2016)

• expected direction 
   of GW150914 is 
   not well-constrained, 
   with area ~600 deg2

• more GW detectors
   will improve the 
   accuracy



Expected localization accuracy
Abbott et al. (2016)

Prospects for Observing and Localizing GW Transients with aLIGO and AdV 21

Figure 8: Schematic network sensitivity and localization accuracy for face-on binary neutron-star (BNS)
systems with advanced-detector networks. The ellipses show 90% confidence localization areas based upon
timing triangulation alone, and the red crosses show regions of the sky where the signal would not be
confidently detected. The top two plots show the localization expected for a BNS system at 80 Mpc by
the LIGO Hanford (H)–LIGO Livingston (L)–Virgo (V) network (HLV) in the 2016 – 2017 run (left) and
2017 – 2018 run (right). The bottom two plots show the localization expected for a BNS system at 160 Mpc
by the HLV network in the 2019+ run (left) and by the four-detector network (HILV) comprising three
LIGO sites – in Hanford, Livingston and India (I) – and Virgo operating in 2022+ with all detectors at
final design sensitivity (right). The inclusion of a fourth site in India provides good localization over the
whole sky.

Living Reviews in Relativity
DOI 10.1007/lrr-2016-1
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    3 detectors
→ ~100 deg2

    4-5 detectors
→ ~10 deg2



Do we really need EM counterparts 
for cosmology with GW standard sirens?



Cross-correlation approach
• in the future we will have a bunch of burst GW
   events, possibly without EM counterparts

• idea: constrain distance-redshift relation with 
   cross-correlation of GW sources (known DL)
   and galaxies (known z)

• no need of follow-up observations for individual
   GW events!

Oguri Phys. Rev. D93(2016)083511
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Cross-correlation approach

Dobs
D(zgal)

• cross-correlation of 
   spatial distributions

• when Dobs>D(zgal) 
  cross-correlation is 
  small
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   spatial distributions
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Apparent clustering due to lensing

D=constDobs=const D
obs

= D̄µ�1/2 ⇡ D̄
h
1� (~✓, z)

i

• weak lensing changes 
   observed distance 

• since lensing effect  
   is position-dependent
   it induces additional 
   clustering pattern 
   on the sky



Cross-correlation signals

4

Ctjgj (ℓ) =

∫ ∞
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)
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We use the linear power spectrum for Pm(k; z) in both
Csigj and Ctjgj . The power spectrum Csigj comes from
the first term of Eq. (8) and represents the physical corre-
lation of spatial distributions. On the other hand, Ctjgj ,
which comes from the second term of Eq. (8), is the cor-
relation of the weak lensing effect on luminosity distances
of GW sources with spectroscopic galaxies. Since all
matter fluctuations along the line-of-sight contributes to
weak lensing, it induces non-negligible cross-correlations
between luminosity and redshift bins which are well sep-
arated with each other.

III. RESULT

A. Cross-correlation signal

First it is useful to study the cross angular power spec-
trum Cwigj (ℓ) which is defined in Eq. (18). We fix the lu-
minosity distance bin of GW sources to that corresponds
to 0.9 < z < 1.1 in our fiducial cosmological model.
On the other hand, we move the central redshift of the
spectroscopic galaxy sample while fixing the bin width
to ∆z = 0.1 in order to see how the cross-correlation
signal changes as a function of the redshift of the spec-
troscopic galaxy sample. For bias parameters, we assume
a simple parametric form bGW(z) = bw1 + bw2/D(z) and
bg = bg1+bg2/D(z), whereD(z) is the linear growth rate,
and choose fiducial parameter values as bw1 = bw2 = 1
and bg1 = bg2 = 1.

Fig. 1 shows the cross-correlation power spectrum at
multiple ℓ = 100 as a function of the central redshift of
the spectroscopic galaxy sample zg. When the redshift of
the spectroscopic galaxy sample well overlaps with that of
GW sources, the cross-correlation signal becomes large.
In this case, the cross-correlation signal is dominated by
the physical correlation of density fields of GW sources
and spectroscopic galaxies, which corresponds to Csg de-
fined in Eq. (19). The cross-correlation signal is max-
imized when the luminosity distance bin best matches
with the redshift bin, from which we can infer the relation
between the luminosity distance and redshift. However,
Fig. 1 indicates that the cross-correlation signal extend
to much lower redshift of the spectroscopic galaxy sam-
ple. This extra correlation originates from Ctg defined
in Eq. (20). As stated above, this term represents the
correlation of galaxies and matter fluctuations along the
line-of-sight that induces weak gravitational lensing ef-
fect on luminosity distances of GW sources. We include
this large-distance cross-correlations in our Fisher matrix
analysis below.

FIG. 1: The cross-correlation power spectrum Cwg between
GW sources and galaxies [Eq. (18)]. The luminosity dis-
tance range of GW sources is fixed to that corresponds to
0.9 < z < 1.1 (gray shaded region) in our fiducial cosmol-
ogy. The spectroscopic galaxy sample has the redshift range
zg −∆z/2 < z < zg +∆z/2 with ∆z = 0.1. Solid line shows
the cross-correlation power spectrum at multipole ℓ = 100
as a function of the central redshift of the galaxy sample zg.
Dotted and dashed lines show contributions of Csg [Eq. (19)]
and Ctg [Eq. (20)] to Cwg, respectively.

B. Fisher matrix analysis

Here we estimate how well we can constrain the
distance-redshift relation and hence cosmological param-
eters from the cross-correlation analysis. For this pur-
pose we need the covariance matrix of auto- and cross-
correlation power spectra. Assuming Gaussian statistics,
the covariance matrix is given by

Cov
[

Cij(ℓ), Cmn(ℓ′)
]

=
4π

Ωs

δℓℓ′

(2ℓ+ 1)∆ℓ

×
(

C̃imC̃jn + C̃inC̃jm
)

,(21)

where the indices i, j, . . . run over wi and gi, Ωs is the
survey area, ∆ℓ is the width of ℓ bin, and C̃ denotes the
power spectrum including shot noise

C̃ij = Cij + δij
1

n̄i
, (22)

where n̄i is the projected number density given by
Eqs. (7) and (16).
With this covariance matrix, we can compute the

Fisher matrix as

Fαβ =
∑

ℓ

∑

i,j,m,n

∂Cij

∂pα

[

Cov
(

Cij , Cmn
)]−1 ∂Cmn

∂pβ
, (23)

where pα denotes cosmological and nuisance parameters.
A marginalized error on each parameter is obtained by
σ(pα) =

√

(F−1)αα.
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i (z
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(
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χ′
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Ctitj (ℓ) =
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0
dzW t

i (z)
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0
dz′ W t

j (z
′)

∫ min(z,z′)

0
dz′′

×Wκ(z′′; z)Wκ(z′′; z′)
H(z′′)

χ′′2
Pm

(

ℓ+ 1/2

χ′′
; z′′

)

, (13)

where Pm(k; z) is the matter power spectrum. Since we are interested in relatively large angular scales (ℓ ! 300), the
cross spectrum is dominated by the so-called two-halo term (see e.g., [31]), which suggests that we can use the linear
matter power spectrum for Pm(k; z) in Csisj and Csitj . On the other hand, Ctitj is given by a projection of all matter
fluctuations along the line-of-sight which mixes small and large scale fluctuations. Thus it may be more appropriate
to use the nonlinear matter power spectrum for Pm(k; z) in Ctitj . In this paper, we compute the transfer function of
the linear matter power spectrum using the result in [32], and the nonlinear matter power spectrum using the result
in [33].

D. Cross-correlation with spectroscopic galaxies

Next we consider a spectroscopic galaxy sample in the i-th bin defined by the redshift range zmin,i < z < zmax,i

δ2D,g
i (θ) =

∫ ∞

0
dzW g

i (z)δg(θ, z), (14)

where

W g
i (z) ≡

1

n̄g
i

χ2

H(z)
n̄g(z)Θ(z − zmin,i)Θ(zmax,i − z). (15)

Here the three-dimensional comoving number density of the spectroscopic galaxy sample is denoted by n̄g(z), and the
average projected number density in the i-th bin is simply computed as

n̄g
i =

∫ ∞

0
dz W g

i (z). (16)

In this paper we simply assume a constant number density of n̄g = 10−3h3Mpc−3 which resembles e.g., a spectroscopic
galaxy sample obtained by Euclid [34]. Using the Limber’s approximation, the angular power spectrum of spectroscopic
galaxies between i-th and j-th bins is given by

Cgigj (ℓ) = δij

∫ ∞

0
dz [W g

i (z)]
2 H(z)

χ2
b2gPm

(

ℓ+ 1/2

χ
; z

)

, (17)

where we assumed that there is no overlap of redshift ranges between different redshift bins, and bg is the bias
parameter for the spectroscopic galaxies.
We now consider the cross-correlation between the GW sources and the spectroscopic galaxies. From Eq. (8), we

can compute the cross-correlation power spectrum as

Cwigj (ℓ) = Csigj (ℓ) + Ctigj (ℓ) (18)

Csigj (ℓ) =

∫ ∞

0
dz W s

i (z)W
g
j (z)

H(z)

χ2
bGWbgPm

(

ℓ+ 1/2

χ
; z

)

(19)

Ctjgj (ℓ) =

∫ ∞

0
dzW t

i (z)

∫ z

0
dz′W g

j (z
′)Wκ(z′; z)

H(z′)

χ′2
bgPm

(

ℓ+ 1/2

χ′
; z′

)

(20)

We use the linear power spectrum for Pm(k; z) in both Csigj and Ctjgj . The power spectrum Csigj comes from the
first term of Eq. (8) and represents the physical correlation of spatial distributions. On the other hand, Ctjgj , which
comes from the second term of Eq. (8), is the correlation of the weak lensing effect on luminosity distances of GW
sources with spectroscopic galaxies. Since all matter fluctuations along the line-of-sight contributes to weak lensing,
it induces non-negligible cross-correlations between luminosity and redshift bins which are well separated with each
other.
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We use the linear power spectrum for Pm(k; z) in both Csigj and Ctjgj . The power spectrum Csigj comes from the
first term of Eq. (8) and represents the physical correlation of spatial distributions. On the other hand, Ctjgj , which
comes from the second term of Eq. (8), is the correlation of the weak lensing effect on luminosity distances of GW
sources with spectroscopic galaxies. Since all matter fluctuations along the line-of-sight contributes to weak lensing,
it induces non-negligible cross-correlations between luminosity and redshift bins which are well separated with each
other.
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FIG. 2: Projected 68% confidence limit constraints in the Ωm-h (top) and Ωm-wde (bottom) planes. In each panel, the other
model parameters are marginalized over. Solid lines show constraints for ℓmax = 300, whereas dotted lines show constraints for
ℓmax = 100.

from σ(h) = 0.016 to 0.030 for ℓmax = 100, and from σ(h) = 0.007 to 0.013 for ℓmax = 300. This suggests that the
cross-correlation technique is still useful even when the GW rate is significantly smaller than our fiducial value.
We note that the expressions of the angular power spectra in this paper have been derived using the Limber’s

approximation which breaks down at small ℓ [30, 36]. We expect that this approximation is valid for the purpose
of this paper, because the cross-correlation signal mainly comes from large ℓ, ℓ ∼ ℓmax, at which the Limber’s
approximation is expected to be reasonably accurate for our choice of ∆z = 0.1 for the spectroscopic galaxy sample.
Limber’s approximation becomes inaccurate for cross-correlation with large redshift differences, but due to relative
large shot noise such cross-correlation does not contribute to the result very much. Although there is a long tail of
cross-correlation signals toward lower redshifts (Fig. 1), it is essentially the cross-correlation of galaxies and matter
at the same redshift and hence the Limber’s approximation is again accurate. Nevertheless, we caution that the full
calculation without the Limber’s approximation may be required for more accurate predictions of the cross-correlation
signals, which is beyond the scope of this paper.

IV. CONCLUSION

GWs from mergers of compact objects such as BHs serve as a useful cosmological probe because they allow us
to directly measure absolute distance scales. However, in order to constrain the distance-redshift relation from GW
sources we also need redshift information. While the redshift information may be obtained from observations of EM
counterparts, it is unclear whether such EM counterparts can be reliably identified, especially for BH-BH mergers. In
this paper, we propose to use the cross-correlation of GW sources with spectroscopic galaxies as an alternative means
of constraining the distance-redshift relation. We have explicitly included the effect of weak gravitational lensing
on luminosity distance estimates in our formulation. Using the Fisher matrix formalism, we have shown that tight
constraints on the Hubble constant as well as dark energy parameters can be obtained by the cross-correlation of GW
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• GWs from third-generation 
   exp. + galaxies from Euclid
   (0.3<z<1.5)

• lmax comes from accuracy 
   of GW localizations
   fiducial: lmax = 100 (→ ~1deg)
   optimistic: lmax = 300

• tight constraints on H0 and
   w possible with the cross-
   correlation approach
   (without any follow-up!)



Summary
• gravitational waves from mergers of compact 
   binaries are a promising, totally new absolute 
   distance indicator at cosmological scale

• recent observation of GW150914 suggested
   its enormous potential 

• usually identifications of EM counterparts are
   need to get redshifts and constrain distance-
   redshift relation

• a cross-correlation approach is proposed which
   enables GW cosmology without follow-up


